NDSU engineering grad starts robotics company

Ryan Swanson's goal is to inspire a whole new generation of engineers.

College of Engineering ranked one of nation's best values

NDSU was the highest ranked school in North Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota.

Professor named to institute's College of Fellows

Kalpana Katti was inducted for her exceptional contributions to biomaterials science.

Electrical engineering grad gives NDSU Commencement speech

Lauren Singelmann urged her classmates to try to solve the world's problems.

MORE NEWS...

New chair named for electrical and computer engineering department

Chair named for civil and environmental engineering

Engineering alumnus honored by NDSU Foundation

Steel bridge team gains hands-on experience

Mechanical engineering chair receives Chamber Service Award

MARK YOUR CALENDAR

Friday, September 21
College of Engineering Homecoming Showcase

Thursday, October 4
Scholarship Awards Ceremony

GIVE TO THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING